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The editors felt that the article below, which
appeared in the Detroit Free Press, merited reprint
ed in its entirety, and the Free Press has
given
permission to do so.

A Challenge, Not a Charge
The father of a retarded child sent us the article below.
We pre<ent it to you as it came to
tic.

By James T. Brock
HE PRESCRIPTION that
can alleviate the suffering
of our nation's retarded
children can't be written by any
doctor, or filled by the most
skilled pharmacist. It's a miracle.
working medicinal. Although it's
not a drug, it becomes instantly
habit-forming, and the prescription must be refilled countless
times throughout the child's life.
It's priceless, and yet not expensive. It can't be "taken." To
be effective, it must be administered by all of us. When we do,
we help ourselves as much as we
help the child. It has no physical
properties, no chemical formula,
and is as ancient as creation.
Written on a prescription pad, it
might appear in its Latin form,
Caritas, easily translated into
English as Love.
"Retarded Children Can Be
Helped" say the ads sponsored
by the National Association For
Retarded Children." And on a
professional level, this is true.
Research facilities, training and
recreational centers are coming
to the rescue of these often misunderstood waifs.
But is this professional aid, in
itself, adequate? The so-called retarded child has been deprived
too,long of his natural birthright
of human dignity and respect, a
situation that cries to heaven not
for vengeance, but correction.
Daily he climbs foothills of
toleration, and mountains of rejection. What is needed is an increased awareness that these children are not legitimate heirs to
the tag of "Monster" or "Retard," but are rather gifts to our
society, capable, if given the opportunity, not in spreading repulsion or terror, but great joy,
happiness and spiritual strength.
This special child, sometimes
with a gaping, drooling mouth,
or a silenced tongue or shuffling
gait, is an altogether singular entity. Each is snowflake -unique,
and is as sensitive as any other
child to acceptance or rejection,
even though these expressions
may never be expressed fluently.
He is not, by nature, carbon cold and incapable of response
unless molded so by even the
briefest of human encounters. It
takes but one look of repulsion,
or the click of a quickly latched
backyard gate, to deal a killing
blow. But watch his many-faceted
soul respond and reflect its brilliance from the warmth of a
smile, the strength of an understanding hand.
Unfortunatelv, the selection of
the word "retardation" is perhaps
not a wise one. It has a harsh,
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disagreeable ring to it, an d
frightens a great many people,
who somehow find the word suggestive of gross abnormalcy. Perhaps if we were to slough away
some of the common misconceptions ittr;ounding the "retarded"
child, it would cast him in a different light and enable him to
regain a stolen birthright that
our "normal" children take for
granted.
How, then, are we to define
"retardation?" Dr. Richard Allen,
director of the Mental Study
Unit at the University of Michigan Hospital, states flatly:
"Retardation is a symptom of
an organic disability of the brain.
Cultural deprivation is a tremendously overworked term. In this
whole area of diseases, we just
don't know how to diagnose
them, and so we dump them into
the wastebasket of cultural deprivation."
Cultural deprivation is a catchall definition which attempts to
zero - in on the socio economic
status of the family as being the
heart of the problem of "retardation."
Substantiating Dr. Allen's theory are results of surveys from
the National Institute of Health.
The Institute's research has determined that nearly 100 potential
causes of brain damage can now
be spotted before they become
unleashed.
Brain damage can strike out
unexpectedly like a cobra at any
of our children, and is no respecter of economic affluence or
culturally well-developed environments. Cottage, tenement, mansion alike are subject to the danger of its venom.
Its poison c a n penetrate a
child's brain suffering from a
raging fever that accompanies
many childhood diseases, such as
measles or meningitis. Brain damage is no stranger to the otherwise clinically correct hospital
delivery room, and wields a paralyzing blow to a child spanked
into the world before his tinv_i
as a result of induced labor. It
stalks the cottage nursery, in Th.
form of lead poisonim: resulting
from chewing on the face of a
brightly painted wooden soldier.
It can attack the livers of babies
with a malady known as PM.T. an
inability to break down aminos
found in baby foods and mother's
milk.
No matter what the cause. the
effects are the same--brain damage. Why not. then. correctly
identify this malady v, ith a scientifically correct lahtl? Asoirio is
not phenobarbital, Ind leukemia
is not pneumonia.

Our hearts and hands go out
to the child struggling along dystrophy's painful path. An affectionate, eternally innocent Mongoloid child is equally deserving
of such treatment.
Let us first change the labels
on our fund-raising cannisters to
read: "Brain Damaged Children
Can Be Helped."
Let us begin by teaching our
children that the brain-damaged
child is not a fiend, but rather, a
potentially warm, understanding
friend ... somewhat "different"
perhaps in appearance; but, then,
are we to teach our children to
choose their companions with
physical perfection at the top of
the checklist?
When yqur daughter, bored
with the stillness of a summer
day, comes to you and plaintively
complains that there's nothing to
do, why not suggest that she call
for the Mongoloid child on the
next street, and enjoy a leisurely
stroll around the block.
Suggest to your son it can be
a rewarding experience to use the
medium of the backyard sandbox
to guide the faltering hands of a
brain-damaged child in creating
majestic castles, uncluttered with
the moats of misunderstanding.
On the adult level, an afternoon
bridge or golf game could yield
to a greater challenge and feeling
of accomplishment if replaced by
the adventure of escorting one
of these children, or even a group
of them, to a park, watching them
thrill to the earth-released exhilaration of a wind -whistling
ride on a swing.
When the last book has been
written about the cause and prevention of birth defects, one
Ni °rulers if a chosen few of these
special children will not continue
to tumble from cloudless skies
like unmelting snowflakes, to become blinding pinpoints of purity
on the earth's soiled mantle.
Isn't it possible that they were
sent to us as silent protesters
against non-involvement, to quicken in our hearts the spirit of the
Good Samaritan, and to bear witness to the fact that all will not
well with the world until we
rAn kok upon it with their glazed,
et penetratingly innocent eyes?
Uneducahle, perhaps, but knowing all. Speechless, et the possessor of a secret, profound
fluency unobtainable in any university classroo m. Uncoordinated, set clutching to crippled
frames more trophies of daily
triumphs than any laurel-wreathed
athlete.
)(mit patient is rounding the
co-ner now. Wh.• not unlatch the
zate and fill that prescription?
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As freshmen at Oakland Unive rsity the opportunities which lie
before us are innumerable. We
are emerging from the period of
turbulent adolescence into that
of turbulent maturity.
The vapid moral, intellectual,
and to be sure, physical resemblances we have assumed in the
silent name of security during our
earlier years may hopefully be
destroyed in anticipation of an
emerging way of life.
We have no collective worth.
We have no collective principles.
We will not be a "good" or "bad"
class.
Our strength lies in our capacity for rational and individual
thought. It is for us to find our
true identities through the confidence gained by the development
of our unique virtues.
The new dimension which we
must take on, that of individual accountability, will lead the way
to sound reasoning and will give
us dignity and a sense of personal worth,
There is no easy way. Success
Is subjective.

It's Odd, but everyone excep t Burton and Fenster
has Registered A Protest against Tripling.

Editorial

Our Candidates
Reorganized this summer, when only one fifth of the present resident body was on hand to pass judgeirn mt, the Dorm Council will elect
its membership next week. Ordinar ily at Oakland, protests at most
arbitrary actions are registered in the form of apathy or boycotts.
Not withstanding our disapproval of I the D.C.'s summer quickie changes, we do feel that our endorsemen t of some candidates can serve
a
useful purpose, even if 'tis only the I lope of avoiding this kind of thing
in the future.
Many of the candidates are freshr n en, and of course we have no way
o knowing who they are or what ti ley can do. The
same for a few of
the upperclassmen. Therefore, our recommendatio
n of one candidate
is not to be taken as rejection of h is opponent. It's
just that we know
our candidate can do the job.
At large: Bill Connellan and Je an Gordon; Anibal: Margaret Meeker; Number Five: Dike Lewis; Fit zgerald: Mike Micholak; Hill
House:
Vickie Frost; and Pryale: Kathy I ,Schultzie) Smart.
We wish all of them success. ,
--dej

On this page appear several fledgling columns, some of
which may become regular features with the Observer. The editors hope that the views expressed here will provoke comment,
even controversy among our readers. Our columns are always
open to dissent and discussion, as well as new and original
material.

Enchiridon
by Lee Elbinger
The kids have been rioting this
summer. They have been drinking, fornicating, disturbin various
peaces, etc., etc., and I, for one,
am glad. It means they are alive.
The kids from good homes and
the kids from bad homes,college
kids ("who should know better")
and high school drop-outs, all
join hands, all become one in an
orgy of mindless, meaningless
mindless,
against
rebellion
meaningless goals.
Youth says no. I laugh, I applaud this scene. Everyone knows
how the play will end. The college kids will go to their suburbs,
the drop-outs to their respective
jail cells, every peg in every slot,
every cog in place, youth becomes
the wild, frenzied time between
the obedience of childhood and the
mind-sleep of maturity.

Outside: Washington, D. C.
by Rob Surovell
Except for the President, the
residents of Washington
D.C.
have for many years been without any representatives in the
councils of government.
Laws governing the 9th largest
city in the nation have been made
by Congress and administered by
3 commissioners appointed by
the President.
Giving Washington
"home
rule" would be a simple task
If it were not for the fact that
Its main employer and land user
is the national government. The
US government owns 44% of the
land in the District.
The result -- a ticklish prob-

Policy Change:

Equality Try Means
Missing Mrs.

Architectuicie Negates Intellectual Spirit
by Ashley Morrisette
I would like to dedicate a this
column to my late uncle, freelance writer Richard La .Cote.
Published in such widely- .divergent journals as "Playbc .)3," and
"The Catholic Digest", t. his c reative relative has bec( )me the
most logical member of r fly family
after whom to model in ,yself.,
A true "hack" w' citer, he
succeeded in writing or l a number
of superficial subject s, without
having the slightest lm( Avledge of,
or interest in, any 01 them. His
articles being utter ly low, he
was thus widely pub' iished. With
some luck, I may / oe fortunate
enough to follow in h is footsteps.
To start the dis jointed ramblings which will
flake up this
weekly, or semi-an nual,"advertisement for mysel rt. I'd like to
make a few cony m.ents on the
buildings which Oa kb Ind students
live and learn in.
LeCorbusier
/rot e, in 1923,
that there was notl ling more likely
to produce chao s In the social
order than habit: its nc
designed
to fill the spiritu: al, psy chological

and physical needs of their inhabitants.
In "The Presidential Papers",
Norman Mailer associates the
unimaginative, look-alike architecture which dominates modern
America (and Oakland) as indicative of the growth of a collectivist, totalitarian spirit in this
country. Both these artists consider architecture extremely important in determining the spiritual quality of a society.
If this is true, the quality of
Oakland University is not being
nourished by the erection of the
buildings on our campus.
The buildings which affect the
feelings and thoughts of college
students most directly and intensely are the dormitories. It
Is there that the student lives,
studies, and
establishes the
meaningful social and intellectual
relationships so influential in his
development.
At Oakland the dorms are almost impossible .for a sensitive
human being to live in. They are,
above all, ugly. The newer pair

For it is to "maturity" that we
are headed. No matter how we
dance and sing, no quantity of beer
will erase the fact that someday
we will rejoin the tribe.
Some of us will don the tribal
garments and fight Johnson's
Viet-nam Folly (all together now,
let's defend a promise made when
we were eight years old).
Others of us, as we take our
places in the roles Society has
prepared for us, will start using
the phrase "Re practical" more
and more often. Entire chapters
of our lives will be labeled "crazy" and we will look forward to
our glorious futures as cogs in the
wheel of Fortune.
I contend that the Mature Individual in a Sick Socfey is a master of rationalization and selfdeception. I laugh, I roar, I stamp,
I wince, I shiver and shake with a
zense of poetic justice when I read
of the righteous indignation of
Mature Individuals at the vandalism, the mischief, the drinking
and promiscuity of their wellraised kids.
On, on with our college educations. The president dreams of a
Great Society, a nation of sheep
with sheepskins, and we must not
let him down.

lem; how to draft a bill that gives
the residents local self-government, but does not give the capacity to regulate Uncle Sam through
taxation of real estate, zoning or
other similar methods.
Both major parties
have
pledged themselves to the casue
of home rule, but for the last
16 years, no one has succeeded
in getting a home rule bill through
the House District Committee.
The reason is simple. The seniority system leaves Southern congressmen in control of the committees and there are few of them
Changing
a long- standing
who would grant home rule to
journalistic policy, the editors
Washington, a city whose popuof the Observer decided this
lation is about 60% Negro.
week that they will no longer use
In spite of all this, prospects
the title "Miss" in their news
for home rule in '66 actually look
columns.
good. The administration-backed
All women who have attained
bill passed the Senate in July.
Is over-powering and fearsome
maturity will be known as "Mrs."
House tradition has been overin the arbitrary manner in which
In an attempt to further equalicome and the bill comes to the
they rise out of the surrounding
zation of the sexes.
floor September 27. •
natural landscape.
Reasons advanced by the ediThe seldom used and rarely
All five are physically uncomtors may be summarized as folsuccessful discharge petition got
fortable to live and work in, and
lows:
the bill out of Chairman McMilthe design of the rooms is sterile
"There is no reason to dislan's (Dem., S. Carolina) comand characterless.
criminate between married and
mittee.
Multiplying the troubling disunmarried women any more than
Opponents of the bill have
comfort of dorm life, is the inpledged an all-out floor fight, but there is any distinction between
efficient administration handling
married and unmarried men.
prospects for passage still look
of the limited living space in
"Old maids called "Miss"
very good.
the dormitories.
frequently experience a feeling
If home rule for Washington is
The alternative which LeCora test of legislative know-how, of inferiority which should be
busier described was one of
done away with.
then President Johnson has pass"architecture or revolution".
"The title "Miss" implies
ad with flying colors.
The architecture at Oakland is
an innocence which is no longer
totally inadequate.
the case insofar as most unBut what is even more troubmarried women today are conling is the quiet insensitivety
cerned. It is an outdated ideal.
among students and faculty who
"Children of unmarried moapparently are willing to tolerthers will be freed from stigma
ate such insults to their needs
Published weekly at Rochester,when there mothers are known
and natures.
Michigan by students of Oaklandas Mrs."
The result can only be a conEditor David Johnston cornUniversity.
Views expressed in
tinued cancerous growth of moneditorials are those of the Obser-mented, "It is absurd to label
strous dwellings and an increased
ver and do not necessarily reflectwomen as married or unmarried.
exodus of eligible students into
those of the University. Offices arelt is an injustice perpetrated by
a surrounding community illlocated in the Oakland Center;a man-made society. I hope all
telephone 338-7211, ext. 2195.
equipped to handle the influx.
news media will follow suit."

And Whaft About You?
We have been asked why we chose to print the article on the front
page of this issue. To many thinking, sensitive people, the piece is
)erhaps trite. Many others ha' le never considered the problem at all.
,Ve are glad to have the chanc e to present a well-writen view of what
,ught to be a matter of publ Ic concern. We hope that we can bring
-,ome people out of their safe , self-contained worlds.
--dej

? by Daniel Stein
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Dormies to Elect Council
Inter-Dorm Council elections
will be held Wednesday, September 22. Resident students will
have the opportunity to vote while
waiting in the dinner lines.
James Appleton, associate
dean of students and housing director, feels that "If Oakland is to
have a truly effective Council the
students must pay attention to
electing good representives."
In accordance with this idea
students will be given several
opportunities to review and become acquainted with the various
candidates.
At-large candidates will speak
on the Tuesday preceeding the
elections at 8 p.m. Candidates for
specific dorms will talk at various
times arranged by their dorms.
At press time the following
candidates had registered:

At large
Charles Clark, Sophomore
Bill Connellan, Junior
Charles Eagen, Sophomore
Jean Gordon, Sophomore, 1 yr.
D.C.
Mel Kozek, Junior

Ken Siver, Junior, 4 semesters,
D.C.
Anibal
Jennie Alderdice, Freshman
Margaret Meeker,Sophomore

Dorm No. 5
Jim Conboy, Freshman
Lee Elbinger, Sophomore
Larry Friedman, Sophomore
Gary Greiffendorf, Freshman
Dwight (Dike) Lewis,Sophomore
Frank Richter
Fitzgerald

Lawrence Fishtahler, Junior, 2
semesters, D.C.
Mike Micholaic, Sophomore
Harold Shanafield, Sophomore
Hill House
Connie Eaman, Freshman
Vicky Frost, Freshman
Cam McKelvey, Freshman
Pryale
Cindy Altwood, Freshman
Steve Lichtenfelt, Freshman
Gordon McKay, Freshman
Kathy (Schultzie) Smart, Junior
1 yr. D.C.
Dave Ward, Freshman
Jeff Yorinke, Freshman

NOT US
Don't you hate it when some jerk-ball of an advertiser
tries to sell you something by telling you that EVERYBODY'S buying it? And then he has the audacity to convince
you that you're MAKING money by BUYING his product.
What a line.
We won't do that with the ASCENDENT. We can't boast that
everybody's buying one. In fact, we'll take heavy bets that
there are some people in Idaho and Nebraska(just to name
two) who haven't even heard of the ASCENDENT. Frankly,
the only way you can MAKS money withthe ASCENDENT is
by waiting a week and then taking us up on that bet... word
spreads fast!
Do you want to know how you can SAVE money, though? Purchase the Ascendent now at the reduced price of $4.00 ($2.00
if you're desperate). Just to remind you... The ASCENDENT is the new pictorial essay with creative narrative.
It covers this academic year,I965-66.It's like a yearbook,
but not like one you've ever seen.
Do us one favor. Keep it a secret in Idaho... we don't want
to lose any bets.

Carrying skates or books, or just telaxing— Here's a .
brushed Orlon pullover styled for all-around wear
and rugged good looks. Of top Revere quality, it's a
completely washable wardrobe-maker for the young
young man. Available in a choice of glowing cohirs.

$10.99
"(.rlon"i Dui'sat's TM for its acrylic 61,r

OTHER SWEATERS TO

$17.95

MITZELFELD'S
ti„
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Phil. Class to
Draft Constitution
For University

HELEN S. WILLIAMS

invites you to visit

HER NEW SHOP

.7he goo1 Stall
651-8622
Rochester
436V2 Main Street
A Bookshop dedicated to children . . .
Choice Young-Adult and Adult Books, too.
Those wonderful hand-made playthings (ours alone) from
Aunt Sue's House and the delightful, imaginative dolls
of Joann Serota.

Combining the practical with
the theoretical is often difficult to
do, particularly in an academic
atmosphere, but 10 OU students
will be attempting it this term.
Members of James Haden's
"Theories of Justice, Power and
Freedom" philosophy course will
study C.J. Friedrich's Man and
Government."
They will then spend 2 weeks
working in small groups drafting
articles for a university constitution. The last 5 weeks of the
class will be devoted to a constitutional convention where the
articles will be reworked and approved.
Haden has included the project
in his course because he feels that
theory without practibility is just
as bad as practicality without
theory.
Asked why he picked this particular topic for the project, Haden replied. "I am convinced that
it is time that people did some
fundamental thinking about higher
institutions of learning.
"We've got to start somewhere, or else all we are going
to do is compound errors in the
university structure," he declared.
"Besides, it would be easier to
make adjustments and changes
with a small university, rather
than when the university becomes
swollen like Berkley."
The "University" Haden refers to is of course, Oakland.

You'll find more to read at

ER,E.Pi.

M

72,M

*Paperback books exclusively
*5,000 titles in stock
*Bestsellers and current fiction
*Classics and reference works
*Study aids * Backlist titles
*Open 'til 10 PM 7 nights a week

1R,E.A.DMCD1R,E
175 West Maple Avenue * Birmingham * 647-2248

A lot of people have
the notion that things never
wear out on Volvos.
Things wear out on Volvos.
They just wear out a few
years later than they
do on other cars.

Volvos last an average of eleven years in Sweden where there
are no speed limits on the highways, where there are over
70,000 miles of unpaved roads. How long do Volvos last in
the States? Volvos have only been here nine years, so nobody really knows yet. And Volvos get 25 miles to the gallon, even with automatic transmission. Come in any time
and test drive one.

PONTIA.0 SPORTS CAR
467 Auburn Ave.

Pontiac, Michigan

Phone 335 - 1511

Authorized Volvo Dealer
We Specialize in Volkswagon Service
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HILLS THEATRE CLIP AND SAVi

Registration Meets
Expectation of 2300

DAFS FILM SERIES
Hurry Tickets
on Sale Until Sept. 21
Purchase Season tickets at the
Activities Desk in Oakland Center
or from members Dick Swain, Hugh
Slowinski, or Todd Granzow.

Sept. 21
Oct. 5
Oct. 19
Nov. 2
Nov. 16
Nov. 30
Dec. 14

-

Gervaise
A Taste of Honey
Lavendar Hill Mob
Sunday and Cybele
The Devil's Eye
Mr. Hulot's Holiday
Ivan the Terrible,
Part 1.

HILLS THEATRE CLIP AND SAVE

It's not often that final figures
correspond to estimates, but it
looks like Oakland may have done
it this year.
Throughout the past year,
Chancellor Varner and other administrators have stated that OU
would have 2300 students this
fall.
While final figures were not
available at press time, Registrar Thomas Atkinson said Tuesday, "We've got our 2300 students.
"We don't have any more (many less than we expected and
everybody's happy," he added.
Late registration will run
through next Friday.
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Non-credit Theatre

Aston Opens Mime Class
Isolating the individual parts
of the body is the first problem
which students will tackle in the
theatre's new Class in Mime.
Tom Aston, director of OU's
theatre, will open the course next
Monday and classes will continue
each Monday at 4 to 5:30 p.m.
Assisting Aston will be student

S

12 N. Saginaw
Pontiac

F04

3

Starring
Marcello
Mastrolanni
Virna
List

gt/
o. THEATRES
o

*?OWN ç4

3RD.
WEEK'

casan(wa
ral

Bob McGowan who has studied
mime.
Mime is that theatre art which
combines the world of dance and
acting. It originated in the French
Comedia del A rte and today, Marcel Marveau is probably the
world's .best known mime.
"Starting with the fingers and
hands, the individual isolates the
different parts of his body with
movement patterns, "said Aston,
describing the class. "When aware of the parts of his body, he
can then put them together in a
form of movement without words.
Mime scenes will be created by
the students."
The class is open to anyone
interested and will meet weekly in
the theatre in the Sports and Recreation Building. Registration is
next Monday at 4 pm.

Filmed In

Features 7:20, 9:30
Sunday 3:10-5:15-7:20-9:30

HELLER'S
JEWELRY

JERRY'S

STARTS WEDNESDAY

WATCH CLOCK AND
JEWELERY REPAIR

CITGO SERVICE

"DARLING"

409 Main Rochester

CITGO
OPEN:

COLLEGE WARDROBE HDOTRS

24 HOURS
omciA,

r

LUCILLE
SHOPPE

3450
WALTON

Call 335-19631

CARPENTER'S
MEN'S WEAR

FOURTH AND MAIN
DOWNTOWN ROCHESTER

V S, T

the Scholar Shop
.1eve.t Cak la oci

yellow
Important color
'for shirt wardrobes!
slyIe bCiacy

Opens September 13
Hours 1 1 am to 4 pm
Monday through Friday

Yellow goes so well with everything. It's distinctive—shows originalitt and a flair for fashion.
Select Sunrise, a sharp eitrine hue or gentle Sunset
for your wardrobe requirement,. In fine cotton
oxford styled Nt ith traditional button down coll,ir.
tapered hod y and all authentic features.

$5.95

Young's

Delightful Gifts
moderately priced

Unusual accessories for students rooms
India print or Madras bedspreads
Wall plaques
Ash trays -waste baskets - mobiles

For Coeds
jewelry - pierced and
chicken earrings
madras purses
head scarves
hosiery

Clothes of Distinction
For Men and Young Men

Ceoter

For men Students
madras belts watch bands
key cases
Rooster ties
tie tacs

MEN WEAR INC.
North Hill Piazza

Rochester

All proceeds of the Scholar Shop go to the Oakland University Scholarship Fund.
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O'Dowd Speaks
It is a pleasure to have all of
you here and to experience the excitement that you have brought to
the campus. We have great hopes
that the new members of the student body will carry on the tradition of concern for academic matters that has marked Oakland already as a singular university.
I encourage the veteran students to continue to attain the high
level of academic and intellectual
achievement that marked their
'work last year.
I know of no other public university in the United States where
students have shown such great
enthusiasm for the curriculum

410

Comment
To the Editor:
I was very surprised to learn
that Dean Sells had resigned his
post here at the University and
taken a new post at U-M. I am
sure that all the students who
knew him are saddened by this
loss.
Dean Sells was one of the most
understanding administrative officers I knew, and he would go out
of his way to keep a student out
of trouble or to get him back on
the right track again.
He used his judgement wisely
and proved time and again that the
Dean of Students wasn't an ogre
to be avoided like the Black Plague. He had the courage to speak
up if things weren't going right
for a student, and to complain
where complaints were to be
made.
Sells helped straighten up the
administration after he got here
and shaped it into the smooth
working apparatus it is today.
Dean Sells earned his respect
by these and many other little
things; got and received respect
from students and staff members
alike. If the administration has
not realized its loss by now, it
will in the near future.
Edith Bozanich
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A DIFFERENT KIND OF

and so much respect for their
academic programs.
The Office of the Provost does
not often deal with issues of immediate concern to students. It
serves as a coordinating agency
for a series of student-oriented
academic functions.
The schools and colleges, the
program in continuing education,
and the major academic agencies
of the library, registration and
records, admissions, computing
center, psychological services,
advising and the dean offreshman
are all part of the Provost's span
of interest. Many questions arise
each day in the lives of students
that must be handled in each of
these different offices.
From a student's viewpoint,
the Provost is primarily able to
respond to suggestions and proposals that affect the curriculum
or the administrative operation
of the academic program.
Should you wish to make comments or recommendations in
these areas, I will do my best to
be of assistance to you.
As you can see, the Provost is
a role that defies description. By
way of clarification, let me share
with you an aphorism that Professor Edward Heubel recently called to my attention: "Chairman
may chafe and Deans decide, but
Provosts prevail."

GIFT SHOP

40E-

•ti

F?.0OKS
2159 Orchard Lake Road
1 4 Mile West of Telegraph

SUGGESTION
BOX

Pontiac, Michigan

TO SERVE YOU
BETTER. HELP
US KNOW WHAT
YOU WANT

Donald D. O'Dowd
Provost, Oakland U.
Permanent Press Specialized at -

CONN'S
IDEAL FOR CAMPUS
PANTS * SHIRTS
Needs
Wash
No
And
Ironing
T
Wear
LESS THAN 10 MINUTES
FROM CAMPUS
Downtown Pontiac
73 N. Saginaw

HILLS THEATRE
Now thru Monday .

Question: Should MGM Cleaners stay
open on campus later that 5 pm?
Question: Should MGM Cleaners stay
open for your convenience on Saturday
Question: Do you have any suggestions
or criticisms? or anything else?

M.G. M.
WE WANT TO BE YOUR CLEANERS

Largest professional cleaners in Oakland County
Five plants in Oakland County.
20 years experience in the area
4 years on campus.

COLLECTOR
Tuesday -one night
O.U. DAFS

"GERVAISE"

Lower Level
Oakland Center

Across from
Restrooms

Starting Wednesday for 7 days

THE GREAT SPY MISSION
CODE NAME : OPERATION CROSSBOW
program information 651-8311

j
t,44.1:4

SUZUKI

1
.)
HURON AT TELEGRAPH

I antia4..

PONTIAC. MICHIGAN

England's Favorite Lightweight Motorcycle

LYTERNATIONAL
GRAND PRIX aillIPION* 12 different models $245-589
* easier starting & shifting
* quieter running
* more useable horsepower
* more comfortable to ride
* go anywhere, park everywhere
* up to 200 miles per gallon
* 12,000 mile-12 month warrenty
Convenient Terms
Parts and Service

Signe Hagedon
J Hinga

872 E AUBURN
Near John R

UL 2-5363
Rochester, Michigan
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Thin-Clads Open Season
Oakland's cross country team
opens its season tomorrow in an
unusual meet at Defiance, Ohio.
The '65 debut pits the Pioneers
against Defiance, Indiana Tech,
and highly favored Ohio Wesleyan
in the Tri-State Relays.
Coach Dick Robinson will take
to the meet his eight top runners
led by Louie Putnam. The harriers will be divided into two-man
relay teams, and each will have
run at least three miles before
the day is over.
Sophomores Putnam, Gary
Cobb, Gil Ashendorf, and Tom
Tobias highlight this season's
squad. But promising freshmen
Tim Kaul, Bruce Neumer, and
Can McCoskey offer formidable
competition to the returning lettermen.
The thin-clads next outing on
their nine-meet schedule will be
September 25 at Olivet.

OU s Leading runner Louie Putnam

All sports photos on this page
by Howard Coffin.

PIZZA
LIGHTNING FAST
CURB SERVICE

Blue Star

Carryouts - Call 15 Minutes
in Advance

a

DRIVE-IN

OPEN 6 A.M. - 1 P.M. Daily
6 A.M. To 2 A.M. Fri. & Sat.

Opdyke (M-24) At
Pontiac Rd. Pontiac

Call 334 -9551

CLASSIFIED ADS
WANTED: A ride into Birmingham every Tuesday and Friday
between 3 and 4:30 p.m. Will gladly pay expenses. Call 2645 or contact Nancy Horvath, 405 Hill Hs.
* * *
WANTED: Ride from Union Lake
to Oakland 5 days a week. Will
share expenses. Lynn Thompson,
3217 Adele,Union Lake,363-3724.

MARATHON

•

(itif?) SALES
SERVICE

_

921 Mt. Clemens
West of Opdyke
THIS WEEK SPECIAL

Saturday Sports Jamboree
All students are invited to take
part in two Sports Jamborees
being planned for tomorrow and
next Saturday. Entries are due at
9:45 for 10:00 action in Tennis
Doubles and Soccer.
Those interested in playing

Men interested in refereeing
Intramural
Touch - Football
League games should contact
Hollie Lepley immediately.

AUTHORIZED

AUTHORIZED

SALES

SERVICE

softball or touch football should
sign-up at 1:15, while golfers and
"badmintonists" register at 12:
15 and 10:15 respectively.
The soccer and football games
will be for men only,but the ladies
are welcome to participate in the
other sports.
Entries are due Tuesday for
intramural water basketball,tennis and touch football.

Foreign and Domestic
Generators & Starters
and Alternators. .

From 8.95

25%
DISCOUNT
ON ALL PARTS
and 2¢ a gal. DISCOUNT
on gas with show of
OAKLAND I.D. Card

SWEEPERS
VACUUM CLEANERS
pats and repair for
all makes & all ages

BARNES &
HARGRAVE
742 W. Huron
Across from Post Office

THIS IS THE SEASON TO SWING INTO OUR SHOWROOM
FOR THE VALUE-BUY CORVAIR OF YOUR CHOICE

Having a
Little
Get- Together?

MONZA CONVERTIBLE

FIND ALL YOUR FALL
FUN NEEDS AT

TROUT'S
PARTY STOR .,.

CATCH THE ADVANTAGE OF OUR CLOSE-OUT DEALS
DURING OUR CLEAN THE BASES DAYS

CRISSMAN

ai:17 CHEVROLET

755 S. Rochester Rd. - OL 2-9721

Corner of Perry
and 'dalton Blvd.

•

2561 Lapeer Rd.- 334-6335

A.ustin-Norvell
Agency Inc.
Over 40 Years of
Distinguished
Insurance Service

(all)
DITROIT

P,CANOROV

NICE

Nancy Passarelli

70 W. LAWRENCE
(cor. Cass)
PONTIAC, MICH.
332-0241

sales — service
*57'

WE HAVE UNITS AS LOW AS

OAKLAND OFFICE EQUIPMENT CO.
725 S. Washington
ROYAL OAK

LI 6-3353

